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Charles Wesley is well remembered as the "poet laureate" of 
Methodism, whose rousing hymns continue to adorn Christian worship. 
This article suggests that he was also a significant theologian; a theologian 
of the experimental variety, who used religious experience as a means for 
translating theological doctrine into the realm of Christian life. Religious 
experience played an important role in Wesley's poetical approach to the 
Bible, and allowed him to unite human hearts and minds in biblical 
affirmations. In this sense, Charles's hymns were aptly described (by John 
Wesley) as "practical divinity." A close examination of Charles Wesley'S 
vocabulary of religious experience (through words like "feel," "prove," 
"to know," and "taste") indicates that his own creative synthesis of reason 
and experience produced a kind of "practical divinity" that still has potency 
for modern Christians. 

Based on this assessment it is concluded that Charles Wesley was a 
creative theologian, who blended evangelical theology with religious 
experience to form his own brand of religious empiricism. Formed in the 
language of religious praise, Charles's hymns are first-order theology. They 
are not merely words said about God, they are in fact, words said (or sung) 
to God. As such, Charles Wesley'S hymns actually playa role in inducing 
the experiences they describe. 
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Charles Wesley (1707-1788) is well remembered among us as a 
composer of religious verse. He was the "poet laureate" of Methodism, 
whose rousing hymns continue to adorn Christian worship today. In recent 
decades, there has been some debate about Charles Wesley's standing as a 
Methodist theologian. Generally, Charles was been overlooked as the co-
founder of Methodism and as a formulator of Methodist theology. J. 
Earnest Rattenbury, who gave Charles's theology its first sustained and 
original treatment, admitted that" in the conventional use of the term, 
he was not a formal theologian. He cannot be classed as of the same caliber 
as Augustine, Anselm, Aquinas, Calvin, or Schleiermacher."l Rattenbury 
rightly argued that to diminish Charles Wesley's role as a theologian on 
this basis, however, is to take the term "theologian" too narrowly. He 
concluded that Charles Wesley was indeed a theologian who created, 
crafted, and communicated theological doctrines - in a creative and more 
original medium than "formal theologians" do. In this regard, he 
considered Charles to be "an experimental theologian." Rattenbury 
concluded, "the experimental theologian is not to be classed with Aquinas, 
Calvin, or [Wesley's contemporary Joseph] Butler, but on the experimental 
side, with Paul, Augustine, and Luther .. "2 In a more recent article, 
Thomas Langford concluded that Charles Wesley was a communicator of 
Methodist doctrine but was not a "creative theologian."3 Teresa Berger, 
in her Theology in Hymns? opined the opposite point of view, and 
demonstrated that Charles's hymns are theological statements in the form 
of first order, doxological language. In Berger's view, Charles Wesley's 
theology and his role as a theologian are best viewed from the standpoint 
of theology as doxology.4 This means, in part, that theological affirmations 
(made in acts of praise) to God, are every bit as effective and theologically 
significant as are those more studied statements about God. In fact, as we 
shall see, this is a particularly apt approach for understanding Wesleyan 
theology. 

Charles Wesley's published journal gives some hints as to how he wrote 
hymns. One commentator has wryly called him an "evangelical centaur," 
half man and half horse, who probably composed many of his hymns 
while traveling from one preaching post to another. For example, Charles 
wrote, "I crept on, singing or making hymns, till I got unawares to 
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Canterbury."5 Making hymns had become so much a part of Charles's 
daily ministry, that he was able to gauge the severity of an injury by its 
ability to interrupt that process. "Near Ripley," he wrote, "my horse threw 
and fell upon me. My [traveling] companion thought I had broken my 
neck; but my leg was only bruised, my hand sprained, and my head stunned; 
which spoiled my making of Iymns, or thinking at all, till the next day, when the 
Lord brought us to New Castle." 6 Charles was so "stunned" that he could 
not write a hymn for a whole day! Missing a day's composition must not 
have happened very often for a man who wrote the equivalent of a hymn a 
day for most of his adult life. 

Religious experience was an important part of the process that Charles 
Wesley used in his sermons and songs; it is particularly evident in the way 
he developed his poetical hermeneutic.7The theological language of poetry 
is not the same as language of philosophical syllogism or theological 
diatribe, it is the language of experience, imagination, and adoration, but 
it is theological language none the less. Since Charles Wesley'S hymns unite 
the heart and mind, in this experiential affirmation, it is appropriate to say 
that Wesleyans sing, as well as say their creed. Indeed, there is a sense in 
which Wesleyan hymnody reaches to a dimension of the person that more 
formal theology does not address, or at least does not address so directly. 
Uniting the heart and the imagination, Wesley'S hymns cause the singer to 
participate in and to experience the gospel's truths in a way that sterile 
theological definitions do not. Indeed, Charles Wesley wrote his hymns, as 
T.S. Gregory pointed out, "not only to express but to induce the experience 
they reveal." 8 In sermon and in song, Charles Wesley intended to 
communicate biblical teaching in a way that causes us to replicate the Bible's 
Christian experiences. This "experimental" or experiential religion played 
an important role in the function of Charles Wesley's theology. It was, 
more directly, an important dimension in what John Wesley termed the 
"experimental and practical divinity" which he saw embodied in the 1780 
A Collection of Hymns for the Use of The People Called Methodists: 

It is large enough to contain all the important truths of our most 
holy religion, whether speculative or practical; yea, to illustrate 
them all, and to prove them both by Scripture and reason. And 
this is done in a regular order. The hymns are not carelessly 
jumbled together, but carefully ranged under proper heads, 
according to the experience of real Christians, so that this book 
is in effect a little body of experimental and practical divinity.9 

That religious reformers would dare to encapsulate their reform in 
something as mundane as a hymn book is one surprise; that they would be 
willing to call a collection of hymns a "body of experimental and practical 
divinity" is quite another. This tells us something explicit about Wesleyan 
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theology; it is "practical divinity." Their emphasis upon the experiential 
dimension of human life demanded that Wesleyan theology was formed 
in the crucible of Christian living. It was formed and tested by lived human 
expenences. 

One of these experiences was enshrined in the Wesleys' doctrine of 
assurance, and the question of how a person could know whether or not 
hel she belonged to God. John Wesley addressed this matter in his two 
Standard Sermons (Nos. 9 and 10) on "The Witness of the Spirit."10 Charles 
Wesley also addressed this question all across his literary corpus. In one of 
Charles's hymns, which was published under the heading "Describing 
Inward Religion," in the 1780 Collection of Hymns for the Use of The People 
Called Methodists, he asked: "How can a sinner know I His sins on earth 
forgiven?"" The answer was not long in coming; Charles's next verse 
invited the singer through the use of the pronoun "we" to join him in the 
experience of redemption, by knowing Christ "for us hath died" by feeling 
"his blood applied": 

We who in Christ believe 
That he for us hath died 

We all his unknown peace receive, 
And feel his blood applied; 
Exults our rising soul, 
Disburdened of her load, 

And swells unutterably full 
Of glory and of God. 12 

The Wesleys lived in an age that has been aptly characterized as being 
made up of "Mystics, Rationalists, and Moralists."l3 In their own way, the 
Wesleys owed a debt to each of these formative forces, though actually 
belonged to none of them. Recent research, like that of historian Frederick 
Dreyer, has drawn attention to the parallels that emerge when John Wesley's 
theological method is compared with the empirical emphases that emerged 
from the work of John Locke - who was one of Wesley's contemporaries. 
Experience proved doctrine in a tacit way, but it did not create it. For the 
Wesleys, Christian doctrine was ordered and evaluated by the interactive 
reason of the Lockian age. An extensive study by]. Cliford Hindley locates 
John Wesley's epistemology in the "general temper of the age in which 
Wesley lived;" Hindley characterized this "temper" as including British 
empiricism which had been "initiated by Locke and mediated to Dohnl 
Wesley through the writings of Peter Browne."l4 

While they probably could be termed "enthusiasts," by Locke's definition 
of the term,lS they were reasonable enthusiasts whose understanding of 
the value of religious experience was moderated by the common sense of 
British empiricism. But the Wesleys were not "enthusiasts" in the popular 
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sense of the term; hence, John Wesley decried "enthusiasm" as "a species 
of madness."16 Here, John's famous statement, in his letter to Dr. 
Rutherford, dated March 28, 1768, stands as an example of many similar 
instances: "It is a fundamental principle with us," he wrote, "that to 
renounce reason is to renounce religion, that religion and reason go hand 
and hand, and that all irrational religion is false religion."17 Statements like 
this one caused Kenneth MacLean to exclaim, with some surprise, that 
John Wesley followed John Locke rather than contemporary evangelicals, 
like Isaac Watts, in asserting that "nothing contradictory to reason should 
be accepted as a matter of faith."1 8 

As they described religious experience, the Wesleys participated in the 
contemporary enlightenment epistemology. Frederick Dreyer made this 
point very soundly, in reference to John Wesley, but what he wrote of John 
could as easily have been written of Charles: "the question to be asked 
concerns not Wesley'S theology but his epistemology. We are dealing here 
with a man of the eighteenth century and not the sixteenth. His intellectual 
outlook is formed not by the Reformation but by the Enlightenment."19 
Looking at John Wesley's religious epistemology, as it was demonstrated 
in his many apologetic writings, Dreyer concluded: 

According to Wesley the Christian 'is not to think well of his 
own state till he experiences something within himself which he 
has not yet experienced. That something is a living faith.' Here 
we see the Wesley who is often mistaken for an enthusiast or ranter. 
Yet his argument reflects an epistemological concern that no 
enthusiast or ranter ever felt."zO 

Richard Brantley, in his Locke, Weslry, and the M ethod of English 
Romanticism, also examined the intellectual connections between those 
eighteenth century giants.21 Brantley pointed to that famous passage from 
John Wesley's "The Scripture Way of Salvation," in which Wesley followed 
Heb. 11:1, in describing the faith by which a person is saved, as one of the 
most representative examples of John Wesley's synthesis of evangelicalism 
and empiricism.22 In that instance Wesley defined saving faith as: "an 
'evidence,' a divine 'evidence and conviction' (the word [Elenchos] means 
both), 'of things not seen' not visible, not perceivable either by sight or by 
any other of the external senses. It implies both a supernatural evidence of 
God and of the things of God, a kind of supernatural light exhibited to 
the soul, and a supernatural sight or perception thereof."23 In this same 
way, Hindley reminds us, Wesley'S use of the term "assurance" "probably 
owes something to the philosophers as well as to the Moravians."24 This 
commitment to personal experience as a kind of "evidence" or means for 
verification is also found in Charles Wesley's many works. In fact, personal 
experience, which was so important to the connection Hindley, Dreyer 
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and Brantley drew between John Wesley and John Locke, was even more 
crucial to a theologian who was also a writer of doxological hymns. In this 
sense, as we shall see below, Charles Wesley, was - as much as his elder 
brother John - a "Reasonable Enthusiast."25 

Religious experience emerged as an important theme in Charles's journal 
because it was a lock pin of the Wesleyan doctrine of assurance. In the 
early months of the Wesleyan revival (August 1738) the brothers John and 
Charles Wesley were summoned to an interview by the Bishop of London. 
The topic of that conversation revolved around the doctrine of assurance. 
Charles's journal records their audience with the Bishop, on Oct. 21, 1738, 
in this fashion: 

I waited with my brother on the Bishop of London, to answer 
the complaints he had heard against us, that we preached an 
absolute assurance of salvation. Some of his words were 'If by 
'assurance' you mean an inward persuasion, whereby a man is 
conscious in himself, after examining his life by the law of God, 
and weighing his own sincerity, that he is in a state of salvation, 
and acceptable to God; I don't see how any good Christian can 
be without such an assurance.' 'This,' we answered 'is what we 
contend for: but we have been charged as Antinominans, for 
preaching justification by faith only.'26 

Charles Wesley's recollection of the conversation with the Bishop of 
London made the matter of preaching justification by faith and the 
assurance of salvation the main points of dispute brought against the 
Wesleys. Upon further examination, however, it seemed that the Bishop 
and the Wesley brothers were in full agreement about these doctrinal matters. 

The doctrine of assurance emerged as a persistent theme in Charles 
Wesley's hymns, and (as we shall see below) it was expressed in a variety of 
ways. Generally, however, "assurance" meant that the singer could testify 
"I find the witness in my heart,! That I am born of God."27 Assurance was 
likewise an important and persistent theme in his journal: "Eleanor 
Kitchnor, weak in faith before, received the full assurance last night."28 
Assurance also resulted in a sense of relief or spiritual comfort; for this 
reason, then, "comfort" also emerged as an important experiential nexus 
in Charles Wesley's theology.29 In the sections that follow below the most 
important terms and connections which Wesley used to communicate and 
to induce assurance and Christian comfort will be examined. 

1. "Feel" or "Felt" 
A leading experiential word appearing in Charles Wesley's writings is 

"feel" or "felt." In his later hymns alone (those written after 1749) these 
terms were employed more than two hundred times. Generally, they were 
associated with "the blood" of Christ.30 "Blood," representing the 
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redemptive death of Jesus Christ, is "felt" in the forgiveness of one's sins.3! 

The rhyme which Charles Wesley developed between "applied" and 
"justified" made that a frequent pairing and prominent theological 
connection: "And bid them feel Thy blood applied/ And add them to the 
justified."32 It was frequently used to express justification by faith, through 
grace, as in Charles's poetical "Elegy on the Death of Robert Jones, Esq." 
"Thy mercies reach'd and saved my happy friend,!He felt the atoning blood 
by faith applied,! And freely was the sinner justified,!Saved by a miracle 
of grace Divine " 33 Teresa Berger rightly termed Charles's phrase "blood 
applied" "a formula for salvation effected."34 The experience of feeling 
"the blood applied" was one which cleansed, and broke the human heart, 
and consequently healed and made a person whole: 

5. Now apply the blood that cleanses 
Every stain, once again 

Blot out my offenses. 
6. Bleeding love - I long to feel it! 

Let the smart break my heart, 
Break my heart and heal it.3s 

Abraham Staples was one of the many humble people whom Charles 
Wesley's journal described as having received the experience of forgiveness 
and renewal: 

'I felt,' said he, 'that my sins were forgiven, by a peace and warmth 
within me, which have continued ever since.' 'Then you know,' 
said I [Charles Wesley], 'that the Spirit of God is a Spirit of 
burning?' 'Yes,' he answered, 'and a spirit of shaking too; for he 
turns me upside down. I am full of joy and life, and could be 
always a praying: should be glad to die at this moment. What 
knowledge I have, I have been given me of God: for I am no 
scholar; I can neither write nor read.' 36 

In Charles's poetical commentary on Psalm 51:10, "make me a clean 
heart, 0 God" (Prayer Book version), feeling "Christ's blood" is a 
redemption reference but it is also relationship language, it implies a 
cleansing transformation. The heart that "feels Thy blood" is also "an 
heart from sin set free!" It is "an heart resign'd, submissive, meek Where 
Jesus reigns alone:" 

1. 0 For an heart to praise my God. 
An heart from sin set free! 

An heart that always feels Thy blood, 
So freely spilt for me! 

2. An heart resign'd, submissive, meek, 
My dear Redeemer's throne, 

Where only Christ is heart to speak, 
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Where Jesus reigns alone. 37 

On some occasions feeling Christ's blood applied became a kind of 
experiential evidence "That Jesus died for me." Commenting on the words 
of doubting Thomas, "Except I shall see in His hands the print, & etc.," 
Charles Wesley wrote: 

No, I never will believe 
Unless my Lord I see, 

Proofs infallible receive 
That Jesus died for me; 

Meet Him risen from the dead, 
Thrust my hand into His side, 

Mark the prints the nails have made, 
And feel His blood applied.38 

In Charles Wesley's use of these "feeling" words one meets one of the 
epistemological bases of his theology. He, like his brother John, affirmed 
scripture, tradition, and reason, but perhaps even more than his brother, 
Charles' writings are also full of religious experience. They reveal the need 
to experience personally what we have learned from the joy, peace, and 
sense of inward renewal that accompanies forgiveness. And in a very real 
way, this experiential pole of Charles Wesley's thought was his way of 
breaking through religious uncertainty and doubt. He not only taught 
theological truths, his was a "visceral truth" that was both felt and known. 39 

The following verse is typical of many which evidence the connection 
between redemption, feeling, and testimony: 

2. "To Prove" 

1 now in Christ redemption have, 
I feel it through the sprinkled blood, 

And testify His power to save, 
And claim Him for my Lord, my God.40 

One of Charles Wesley's most prominent experience words was "prove." 
G.H . Findlay argued that it, along with "feel" was "of great importance" 
to an appropriate understanding of Wesley's hymns and theology, since 
"These two little verbs . . point straight to the heart alike of [both 1 message 
and messenger."41 While the meaning intended by Charles Wesley's use of 
the word "feel" was quite clear, the same cannot be said of his application 
of "prove." 

From the Latin word probare, the classical and foundational meaning of 
"prove" is " to test (a thing) as to its goodness, to try, approve; to make 
good, to prove, [or] demonstrate."42 A second prominent meaning, was 
to "make good, to establish" or "to establish (a thing) as true, to make 
certain; to demonstrate the truth of evidence or [an] argument."43 "Prove" 
appeared more than a dozen times in Charles Wesley's early sermons, 
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generally in the sense of "to demonstrate" as in his sermon on Luke 16:16.44 

It was an extremely common term in Wesley's hymns; occurring more than 
105 times in the 525 hymns included in the 1780 Collection of Hymns. 45 

George Findlay points to the frequency of occurrence as a sign of the 
important role these terms played in Charles's theological constructs. "He 
used them," Findlay wrote, "because they were vital to his message."46 
The term also had such great currency in Charles's hymns, in part, because 
it was almost always paired with "love" to form one of his favorite 
imperfect rhymes. This convenient pairing with "love" certainly increased 
the use of the word "prove" because "love" is an absolutely essential term 
for Wesleyan theology; indeed love can function as a systematic principle 
for organizing Wesleyan thought. 47 The love of God or the love of Jesus 
was the most prominent referent for "prove" in Charles Wesley'S hymns: 

o Love divine, how sweet thou art! 
When shall I find my willing heart 
All take up by thee? 
I thirst, I faint, I die to prove 

The greatness of redeeming love, 
The love of Christ to me!48 

This "love" was described in various ways, frequently it was used as a 
synonym for "Perfect Love," and on many occasions this connection was 
made explicit: 

Ye whose loins are girt, stand forth! 
Whose lamps are bright, 

Worthy, in your Saviour's worth, 
To walk with him in white; 

Jesus bids your hearts be clean; 
Bids you all his promises prove 

Jesus comes to cast out sin, 
And perfect you in love.49 

The invitation to receive Christ could be sounded in the prove-love 
nexus. 50 To "prove" God's "name and nature" meant receiving Christ, 
having the image of God restored within, and being perfected in love: 

Clothe me with thy holiness 
Thy meek humility, 

Put on me my glorious dress, 
Endue me soul with thee; 

Let thine image be restored 
Thy name and nature prove, 

With thy fullness fill me, Lord, 
And perfect me in love.51 

Other obvious theological corollaries such as receiving holiness,52 having 
one's heart cleansed,s3 having redemption through the removal of sin and 
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guilt, 54 receiving God's grace,55 receiving forgiveness,56 and God's merci7 

were all described as events which one might or should "prove." Even the 
witness of the Holy Spirit was described as something which the singer of 
Wesleyan hymns hoped to "prove:" 

We by his Spirit prove, 
And know the things of God, 

The things which freely of his love 
He hath on us bestowed; 

His Spirit to us he gave, 
And dwells in us, we know, 

The witness in ourselves we have, 
And all its fruits we ShOw.58 

In a related, but not identical way, Charles Wesley's hymns have us pray 
to have God "prove" or "test" our hearts, 59 This was probably not the 
meaning Wesley hand in mind, however, when he hoped to be able to 
"prove" God's actions, promises, or will: 

The task thy wisdom has assigned 
o let me cheerfully fulfill, 

In all my works thy presence find, 
And prove thy acceptable will.60 

Verses like #315, in The Collection of Hymns (above), were shaped by the 
phraseology of Romans 12:2 in the Authorized Version (KJV) that 
predominated in Charles Wesley's day. 61 The dokimazein that is translated 
"prove" in this passage, can be translated "put to the test," "to examine," 
and hence also "to be convinced of." A second meaning, and the one that 
is probably implied in Rom. 12:2, is to refer to the result of examination, 
and hence it can describe "to prove by testing" (like a precious metal), or 
to "accept as proved or to approve."62 

Charles Wesley'S knowledge of classical languages and the Greek New 
Testament may have shaped his use of the word "prove," and given it a 
distinctive currency in his own day. This is borne out by one of the 
secondary meanings that the prestigious 040rd English Dictionary gives for 
"prove:" "to find out, to learn, or know by experience, to have experience 
of, to experience, to 'go through,' suffer .. "63 When the O.E.D. looked 
for an eighteenth century example of this distinctive use of "prove" it 
pointed to "1738, J. Wesley, Ps. II, xiii. 'they only shall his mercy prove."'64 
This amounts to saying that the Wesleys used "prove" to mean "to 
experience," or "to go through," or "to feel" something. This was not a 
standard meaning of the term; it is one that is described as "archaic" in 
our day,65 but it was a distinctive usage in Wesley's day. Charles's application 
of the word "prove" was further complicated by the fact that he used the 
two standard meanings of the term, e.g., "to try, to test," and "to make 
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certain, to demonstrate the truth of," as well as the third - his most 
distinctive meaning - "to experience" or "know by experience." He used 
these three meanings along side each other, often without any clear 
indication of which meaning he intended. 

In some instances Charles clearly intended "prove" to be understood 
as "test" or "try." This was obviously his intention for example, when he 
described the "grievous" judgment day which will come, like that of Sodom 
and Gomorrah, upon those who "cast our faith away:" 

Less grievous will the judgment day 
To Sodom and Gomarrah prove 

Than us, who cast our faith away, 
And trample on thy richer love.66 

This was the same basic meaning we met in the Rom. 12:2 passage, 
where it was connected with proving God's will; it was an idea that 
continued in Charles Wesley's use.67 But even when Wesley was working 
from the phraseology of the biblical text, he was willing to add a broader 
meaning to it. In the one example he not only sought "to prove and do thy 
perfect will," but to "feel, to hear, and keep they every word joyful 
from my own works to cease, Glad to fulfill all righteousness."68 In a similar 
way, when Wesley's singer declared, "I wait thy faithfulness to prove" he/ 
she intended to both "try" (or "test") and "experience" God's love.69 

Another stanza, also built on the phraseology borrowed from Rom. 12:2, 
Charles blended "prove" as "test" or "try," with "prove" as "demonstrate" 
and "feel," as the singer waited to "prove" God's perfect will and to be 
"sanctified" by sinless love: 

I wait thy will to do, 
As angels do in heaven; 

In Christ a creature new, 
Eternally forgiven; 

I wait thy perfect will to prove, 
All sanctified by sinless love.70 

The second basic dictionary meaning of "prove" was "to demonstrate" 
and in that sense to "to show" or verify. Charles Wesley's hymns offer 
ample examples of this usage as well: 

Ready thou art the blood to apply, 
And prove the record true; 

And all thy wounds to sinner's cry, 
'I suffered this for you.>71 

The faithful singer of Wesley'S hymns prayed "Give me thy converting 
grace/ That I may obedient prove,! Serve my Maker all my days,! And 
my Redeemer love." 72 In this way, God's love was "proved" or 
demonstrated in the Christian by the salvation which grace worked there: 
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o God, if thou art love indeed, 
Let it once more be proved in me, 

That I thy mercy's praise may spread, 
For every child of Adam free; 

o let me now the gift embrace! 
o let me now be saved by graceJ73 

The work of The Holy Spirit, demonstrated the power of God in 
sanctification: "The truth of my religion prove/ by perfect purity and love." 74 

In this, as in the previous meaning, Charles Wesley blended the standard 
meaning ("to demonstrate") with his more distinctive one "to experience" 
or "to feel" as he wrote: 

o that with all thy saints I might 
By sweet experience prove, 

What is the length, breadth, and height, 
And depth of perfect love.75 

While the basic connotation of this application of "prove" was "test," 
"to demonstrate" or "to exhibit," Charles Wesley used it to point to the 
evidential results that stemmed from the religious experience that was "felt." 
It was in this sense that Charles wrote: "Give all thy saints to find Deity,! 
His nature, life, and mind to prove/ In perfect holiness and love " 76 

The third, and most distinctive (but also the most characteristic) application 
that Charles Wesley gave the word "prove" was "to experience," "to fee!." 
This usage was the most predominant, and it blends well with the empirical 
epistemological context in which Wesley found himself. It allowed him to 
say, poetically, that experience verifies Christian faith. Sometimes Charles 
set "prove" and "feel" in poetical parallelism, in which case there can be 
no doubt how he intended "to prove" to be interpreted: 

How happy the people that dwell 
Secure in the city above! 

No pain in the inhabitants feel 
No sickness or sorrow shall prove! 

Physician of souls unto me 
Forgiveness and holiness give, 

And then from the body set free 
And then to the city receive 77 

In other instances, "prove" seems to imply "feel" or "experience" but 
without any specific literary clues from Wesley: 

Thy power I pant to prove 
Rooted and fixed in love; 

Strengthened by thy Spirit's might, 
Wise to fathom things divine, 

What the length, and breadth, and height, 
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What the depth of love like thine.78 

Charles Wesley used "prove" in conjunction with other important 
experience words. In some instances it appeared in poetical parallelism 
with "to know:" 

As soon as in him we believe, 
By faith of his Spirit we take; 

And freely forgiven, receive 
The mercy for Jesus' sake; 

We gain a pure drop of his love, 
The life of eternity know, 

Angelical happiness prove, 
And witness of heaven below.79 

His usage of "to know" will be treated momentarily, suffice it to say it 
is an important description of a full ("heart-head") experience, which 
further clarifies Wesley's use of "to prove." Charles also brought "prove" 
into frequent contact with the "to taste" - which is another significant, 
biblically based experience word. In one example, it is by tasting God's 
grace, than a person can "prove" (both "test" and "experience") "sovereign 
everlasting love;"8o in a second, instance to "taste" the liberty that the Son 
of God offers, through saving grace, allows one to "prove" the glory of 
"thy perfect love."81 In a last example, Wesley wove "feel," "know," "taste" 
and "prove" into a veritable mosaic of evangelical experience: 

3. To "Know" 

Saviour on me the want bestow 
Which all that feel shall surely know 

Their sins on earth forgiven; 
Give me to prove the kingdom mine, 

And taste, in holiness divine 
The happiness of heaven.82 

Another important word indicating religious experience in Charles 
Wesley's theology of redemption was "know." It occurred nearly three 
hundred times in his later hymns and more than eighty-one times in his 
early sermons. His application of the term has its roots in the Hebrew 
scriptures, which communicate a full-orbed sense of knowing (Yada). 
"Knowing," in this sense, is not mere mental cognition. It is a wholistic 
encounter, and the reality of living in relationship with that which is 
known. 83 Hence, the Authorized Version (KJV) of the Bible -which 
predominated in Wesley's day-occasionally translated words which meant 
"know" in the original, biblical languages with "feel."84 It was this same 
wholistic sense of "knowing" that was at work when Adam "knew" his 
wife and she conceived (Gn. 4:11), when Israel was charged to "know" 
that YHWH is the Lord (Ex. 8:22), and when biblical characters "knew" 
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bitterness (2 Sam. 1:5) or wickedness (lKi. 2:44). Psalm 46:10, "Be still 
and know that I am God," was a formative verse for Charles Wesley's 
poetical use of the term. Typically, it associated "know" with feeling, and 
Christian salvation: 

'Be still - and know that I am God!' 
Tis all I live to know! 

To feel the virtue of thy blood, 
And spread its praise below. 8s 

A second biblical passage which affected Charles Wesley's poetical use 
of "know" was 1 Corinthians 2:2, "For I determined not to know anything 
among you, save Jesus Christ, and him crucified." Once again, this was a 
relational, and participatory kind of knowledge that literally joined one to 

Christ, and replicated His mind within: 

I shall nothing know beside 
Jesus and him crucified; 
I shall all to him be joined -
Jesu's is a loving mind.86 

Often Charles Wesley joined "know" and "feel" to form a combination 
that clearly communicated a wholistic, "heart-mind" experience. s7 Here, 
in an important, representative verse, Charles described the relationship 
between "reason," "know" and "feel:" 

Reason's glimmering light is vain, 
Till thy Spirit I receive; 

He thy language must explain, 
He must give me to believe; 

When the precious gift is mine, 
Then I know the mystery, 

Feel the power of love Divine 
'Stablishing its throne in me.S8 

The "know-feel" nexus was a prominent one in Charles Wesley's hymns, 
and it was used all across the hymnological corpus. In these instances "to 
know" took on connotations of "to feel" or "to experience;" it did not 
mean that feeling replaced knowledge, but rather it was demonstrated and 
invigorated by it. This passage, from a hymn about a person "Convinced 
of Backsliding," describes how he/ she knows and feels Christ's forgiveness: 

There for me the Saviour stands, 
Shows his wounds, and spreads his hands! 
God is love! I know, I feel. 
jesus weeps, and loves me stil1.89 

In a similar way, Wesley's singer, "the chief" of sinners, knows and feels 
his / her sins forgiven because of an infusion of heavenly love: 
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With me, your chief, ye then shall know 
Shall feel your sins forgiven; 

Anticipate your heaven below, 
And own that love is heaven.90 

Because of the know-feel nexus, Wesley's located this kind of 
knowledge or understanding in the human heart.91 It was implanted 
there by an experience with the "all quickening fire" of the Holy 
Spirit: 

Come, Holy Ghost, all quickening fire , 
Come and my hallowed heart inspire, 

Sprinkled with the atoning blood; 
Now to my soul thy self reveal, 

Thy mighty work let me feel, 
And know that I am born of God.92 

What is known in these instances is not some kind of fact or detail of 
information, it is knowingJesus,93 forgiveness,94 salvation,95 the witness of 
the Spirit,96 or sanctification.97 

Jacob, wrestling with the angel of the Lord, was depicted as struggling 
for this sort of knowledge: "Wrestling I will not let Thee gol Till I thy 
nature know "98 Linking God's "name and nature" turned Jacob's struggle 
(Gen. 32) into one for Perfect Love and not simply a bare knowledge of 
God. 99 For Charles Wesley, this kind of "knowledge" of God's 
transforming love was neither sheer intellectualism, nor mere 
emotionalism; it was, rather, a encounter with God's grace via the work of 
the Holy Spirit - a work so transfonning and a presence so palpable that 
one could not doubt one's relationship with God. Hence to "know" was 
sometimes joined to "prove" to create the connotation of knowing, 
"testing" and verifying "the things of God": 

4. "Taste" 

We by his Spirit prove 
And know the things of God; 
The things which freely of his love 

He hath on us bestowed; 
His Spirit to us he gave, 
And dwells in us we know; 

The witness in ourselves we have 
And all his fruits we show 100 

Charles Wesley had a treasure house full of experience words at his 
disposal. "Taste" became a synonym for receiving or experiencing God's 
grace or forgiveness. Like so many, this application was also based in the 
language of The Authorized Version of the Bible. It stemmed, no doubt, 
from the saying in Psalm 34:8, "0 Taste and see that the Lord is good!" 
Some of these applications, like the one in Charles's Short Hymns on Select 
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Passages of Scripture (1762) , are directly shaped by the language of the Psalm: 

Taste Him in Christ, and see 
The'abundance of His grace, 

Experience God so good to me, 
So good to all our race! 
Celestial sweetness prove 
Through Jesus' grace forgiven, 

And then enjoy in perfect love 
The largest taste of heaven.101 

The "taste and see" nexus (drawn directly from Psalm 34:8) fits well 
with Charles's broad use of experiential language; in the hymn above, for 
example "taste and see" is used in poetical parallel with "experience God," 
indicating that the author (once again) combined verification ("see") with 
experience ("taste").102 Other scriptural references, such as Song of 
Solomon 2:3, "His fruit was sweet to my taste," seemed to give "taste" a 
broader connotation simply as "experience:" 

Happy beneath the Vine I sit, 
And will not from His shade remove, 

His fruit unto my taste is sweet, 
The' experience of His dying love; 

But sweeter far what I taste 
Becomes in heaven my endless feast 103 

The "taste" metaphor received extensive application in Charles Wesley 
hymns, and it meant (generally) "to experience."104 If one asks what is to 
be "tasted" or experienced, the list becomes long and varied: God's 
goodness,1 05 God's love,106 God's grace,107 salvation,108 holiness,109 the 
"heavenly treasure" (or feast), 110 the cup of suffering, I II or the" gospel 
liberty" which is perfect 10ve.ll2 

Even more characteristic of Wesley's poetic, theological method was 
the way in which he wove several biblical metaphors together to create a 
theological tapestry of his own making. Generally, "taste" took on the 
same combination of verification and experience that we met in Charles's 
other experience words (most notably when used with "prove").l13 The 
stanza below, in which "taste" is joined to "feel," know," and "prove," 
epitomized the way in which Wesley's experience words blended the 
assurance of one's salvation (the forgiveness of sins) with the experience 
of holiness - as a kind of evidence: 

Jesus, on me the want bestow, 
Which all who feel shall surely knOll! 

Their sins on earth forgiven; 
Give me to prove the kingdom mine, 

And taste in holiness Divine 
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The happiness of heaven.114 

Summary / Conclusion 
Experience, most especially the expenence of salvation and its 

accompanying sense of inner assurance was a vital theme in Charles Wesley's 
theology. And while experience was never the controlling element in his 
theology, it was also clear that Charles believed that valid theology 
produced vital religious experience. The gospel he proclaimed brought 
with it joy, love and peace. Each of these elements was experienced by the 
believer through the work of the Holy Spirit. Experience ratified Charles 
Wesley's theology, but it never created theology - in a primary sort of 
way. Religious experience, for both Wesleys, was something that verified 
Christian doctrine in the inner person. Hence, it was typical of John Wesley, 
upon having heard one's doctrine and the rationale for it, to also ask "Has 
anyone experienced it?"115 Experience was blended with their evangelical 
theology to form the Wesleys's own brand of religious empiricism. Thus, 
the Wesleys should be seen as catholic men, who were bent upon conserving 
the best of the teachings of the Scripture, as mediated through the Christian 
church and tradition, and yet they were also Enlightenment men forming 
their views against a rational, empiricist background. Indeed, it was their 
own brand religious empiricism that moved the Wesleys beyond religion 
in theory or in the mind, to "practical divinity" which was embodied in 
practical Christian experience. 

Charles Wesley hymns, viewed as doxological theological expressions, 
were prime examples of the distinctive Wesleyan theology of experience. 
In his hymns (and other works) Charles Wesley used religious experience 
as first order theological language; it was used to address God, so that his 
theology was not merely something said about God, but more importantly 
it was something said to God. As Teresa Berger wrote: "In the hymns that 
address this complex of questions, the terms used most often to describe 
the personal experience of salvation include the verse 'to feel,' 'to know' 
and 'to prove.' They frequently occurs in some combination together linking 
emotional experience to knowledge ('to feel-to know') or emotional 
experience to assurance ('to feel-to prove') or knowledge to assurance (,to 
know-to prove'). 116 In studying roots of Wesley's application of words 
like "know," "prove," and "taste," we have further, noted that Charles 
Wesley built his vocabulary of Christian experience out of biblical words 
and phrases. Yet he was willing to extend the meaning of those biblical 
words and phrases to serve the task of his own theology. Finally, Charles 
Wesley's role as theologian did not end with developing hymns that 
described vital Christian experience; as a theologian he was also a 
hymnological evangelist who wrote hymns that were designed to induce 
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the very experience he was describing. 
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4,126; #104, v.8, 212; #133, v. 6, 247; #182, v. 2,308; #188, v.l, 317; #197, v. 3, 
328; #220, v. 1,356; #295, v.1, 499; #297, v. 1,452; #303, v. 2, 459; #328, v. 3,484; 
#335, v. 8,494; #355, v. 2, 523; #373, v. 5,7,544; #379, v. 1,552; #392, v. 1,567; 
#407, v. 1,583; #476, v. 2, 660-61; #486, v. 1,673; #494, v. 8,683. 

105. M.H.B., #2, v. 4, 82; #4, v. 7, 85; #297, v. 1,452; #104, v. 8,212. 
106.iVLH.B., #4, v. 8,85; #19, v. 5, 103; #335, v. 8,494; #355, v. 2, 523; #373, 544. 
107 M.H.B., #32, 121; #36" v. 4, 126; #182, v. 2, 308; #220, v. 1, 356; #303, 

v. 2,459. 
108. M.H.B., #188, v. 1,317 
109. M.H.B., #295, v. 1,449; #295, v. 1,499. 
110. M.H.B., #133, v. 6,247; #476, v. 2, 660-61; #486, v. 1,673. 
111. M.H.B., #28, v. 3, 484. 
112. M.H.B., #379, v.l, 567; #392, v. 1, 567; #407, v. 1,583; #494, v. 8, 683. 
113. M.H.B., #4, v. 8, 85; # 19, v. 5, 103; #32, v. 5, 121; #295, v. 1,449. 
114. Ibid., X:162. Emphasis upon experiential words added. C£ M.H.B., #295, v. 1,449. 
115. Teiford,]W Letters, V, 20. 

116. Berger, Theology in Hymns?, 125. 


